The FA560KP is an easy-to-operate keypad that uses customized zone descriptions to eliminate confusion. For example, a message such as “Fault 06 John's Bedroom Window” lets you know that John's window needs to be closed or bypassed before the system can be armed.

Features of the FA560KP:

- **LCD Window:** This two-line, 32 character Liquid Crystal Display shows all system messages.
- **OFF Key:** Disarms the burglary portion of system. It also clears the display after an alarm.
- **Maximum:** Arms both perimeter and interior burglary systems and removes entry delay.
- **INSTANT Key:** Arms perimeter, but not interior, burglary system and removes entry delay.
- **READY Key:** When pressed before arming, all faulted protection zones are displayed.
- **Internal Sounder:** Makes sounds to distinguish between burglary, fire, chime, entry and check conditions.
- **# Key:** Permits system arming without entering security code.
- **CODE Key:** Allows entry of additional codes for alternate users.
- **Armed Indicator:** Lights when system is armed.
- **Ready Indicator:** Lights when system is ready to arm.
- **Keys 0-9:** Used to enter access codes.
- **AWAY Key:** Arms both perimeter and interior burglary systems.
- **STAY Key:** Arms perimeter burglary system but not interior burglary protection.
- **TEST Key:** Tests system and sounder.
- **BYPASS Key:** Temporarily removes selected protection points from the system.
- **CHIME Key:** Used to enable the system to sound a tone when there is an entry through a perimeter zone.
- **Zone Directory:** Slide-out card lists system zones.

- **Compatible with all mid-range and high-end First Alert Professional systems**
- **Customized phrases to explain system status**
- **Backlit keys and display**
- **Four separate function buttons for one-touch access**
- **Built-in speaker**
- **Built-in “on-screen” user's manual (on some systems)**
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